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0 of 0 review helpful best introduction at a beginner s level By Hydra This is a remarkably clear book written in an 
easily accessible American style Aristotle scholars may find it simplifying and it is but it makes for an excellent 
introduction particularly for high school students Aristotle can be understood and employed in a discussion right away 
My only criticism is that it is too short I wish there was more co For more than a millennium Aristotle was regarded as 
the foremost authority in the western world in nearly every subject His corpus spans a daunting array of subjects and 
he made significant contributions to every known field of inquiry in the ancient world In Aristotle A Guide for the 
Perplexed John Vella explores the historical philosophical and political context in which aristotle s theories evolved 
The book offers a clear and thorough account About the Author John Vella taught philosophy at the University of San 
Diego and the University of California at San Diego where he led an advanced course in Aristotle He curr 
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